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Letter 876c
A. D. 2020 Comments
Part 3
“We Are The Borg”
2021-02-06
Dear Yeshua,
Friday, 1 January 2021, 7:13AM.
In Letter 876b I write about some of the state government responses to COVID-19. In this Letter I wish to
write about the recent election which took place on 3 November 2020.
In addition to the federal elections, there were many state races on the ballot, which included the position
of governor. Here in the State of Washington, Jay Inslee was reelected for a third term as Governor.
However, according to a radio talk show host which I discovered over the years as being trustworthy, if
the gubernatorial votes in Seattle/King County were removed from the results, Loren Culp, the
Republican challenger, would have been elected Governor.
This means that Seattle/King County decided for the entire rest of the State of Washington who the next
State Governor would be. It also revealed a fundamental political division in Washington State.
Apparently the majority of King County voters are what is called left-wing liberal/progressives (LWLP),
while the remainder of the State are more right-wing conservative and/or independents.
From my own observations, LWLP politicians and their constituent voters tend to be much more
socialistic. When this political philosophy is mingled with fear, the LWLP become akin to the Borg aliens
in the TV show Star Trek: The Next Generation.
The Borg were part humanoid, part machine hybrid alien beings, ruled by a Hybrid Queen. Their policy
statement to all others is this:
"WE ARE THE BORG.
LOWER YOUR SHIELDS AND SURRENDER YOUR SHIPS.
WE WILL ADD YOUR BIOLOGICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL DISTINCTIVENESS TO OUR OWN.
YOUR CULTURE WILL ADAPT TO SERVICE US.
RESISTANCE IS FUTILE.*”
So it is with LWLP. Because of their fear, they seek to make others think and behave the same way they
do, so that then they know that other people become just like them. This is done by passing coercive
“hate-crime” laws and edicts, along with shunning and boycotting those who do not agree with them
(a.k.a. cancel culture). Hence, mandatory face-coverings for all, thereby making everyone “Borg”.
Regarding the national election for president, there are many who say that such a large number of voting
irregularities occured in enough states that it skewed the dinal election results in favor of the Democrats
and Joe Biden, thereby stealing the election away from President Trump. The controversy is still ongoing.
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The next step is for Congress to vote to certify the electoral college votes, which will happen on the 6th of
this month. What I am learning is that there are ways for Congress to challenge Electoral College votes,
and have what amounts to a re-vote in the House of Representatives for President. Many Trump
supporters hope this will happen and that Trump will remain in ofdice. Time will tell whether this
becomes so on 6 January 2021.
But there is one Player in this whole political game Who is routinely forgotten about. That Player is none
other than Jesus Christ of Nazareth. He was given all authority by God His Father before He ascended into
Heaven over 2,000 years ago.
He alone has the dinal decision as to who is elected to political power. If Trump somehow gets a second
term, it is because Jesus determined it. If Joe Biden is elected as President, it was Jesus Who put him in
ofdice. In either case, it is Jesus who prevails, and makes decisions for what is best for the Kingdom of
Heaven on Earth, in both the short run and the long run.
My next Letter will be about what happened on Memorial Day of 2020.
*The Borg also have these additional policy statements:
“STRENGTH IS IRRELEVANT. RESISTANCE IS FUTILE.
WE WISH TO IMPROVE OURSELVES.
WE WILL ADD YOU BIOLOGICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL DISTINCTIVENESS TO OUR OWN.
YOUR CULTURE WILL ADAPT TO SERVICE OURS. (…)
FREEDOM IS IRRELEVANT.
SELF-DETERMINATION IS IRRELEVANT.
YOU MUST COMPLY (…)
DEATH IS IRRELEVANT.
YOUR ARCHAIC CULTURES ARE AUTHORITY DRIVEN.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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